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Clubs as businesses"
The way most businesses work – production!
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Clubs as businesses"
The way most businesses work – cash flow!
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Clubs as businesses"
The way soccer clubs work – production!
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Clubs as businesses"
The way soccer clubs work – production!
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Clubs as businesses"
The way soccer clubs work – cash flow!
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Players as capital assets"
How players affect cash flow when they join and leave the club!

Negative - joining"

•  Incoming transfer fee"

•  Cost of development in academies"

Positive - leaving"

•  Outgoing transfer fee"

"
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Players as capital assets"
How players affect cash flow while at the club!

Negative"

•  Receiving wages and bonuses"

Positive"

•  Helping to win prize money in league, cup, and continental competitions"

•  Contributing to revenue at the stadium"

•  Enhancing sales of sponsorships and merchandise"

•  Increasing the value of broadcast rights"
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Players as capital assets"
Total return of a player at the club!

"

Total return  = " " " " " "         -  1 "

"

Each of the terms in the ratio may be adjusted using time-discounting"
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effect on cash flow at club + outgoing transfer fee"
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wages + incoming transfer fee + development cost"



Players as capital assets"
Total return of a player at the club!

"

Total return  = " " " " " "         -  1 "

"

Example:"

Player joins club for £500,000"

Player’s wages are £450,000"

Player’s total contribution to cash flow at club is £700,000"

Player leaves club after one year for £600,000"
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effect on cash flow at club + outgoing transfer fee"
"

wages + incoming transfer fee + development cost"



Players as capital assets"
Total return of a player at the club!

"

           31%  = " " " " " "         -  1 "

"

Example:"

Player joins club for £500,000 (paid up front, not discounted)"

Player’s wages are £450,000 (discounted by week at 5% annual rate)"

Player’s total contribution to cash flow at club is £700,000 (discounted at 5%)"

Player leaves club after one year for £600,000 (discounted at 5%)"

North Yard Analytics"

£667,000 + £571,000"
"

£448,000 + £500,000 + £0"



Players as capital assets"
Total return of a player at the club!

"

           31%  = " " " " " "         -  1 "

"

Example:"

Player joins club for £500,000"

Player’s wages are £450,000"

Player’s total contribution to cash flow at club is £700,000"

Player leaves club after one year for £600,000"
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£667,000 + £571,000"
"

£448,000 + £500,000 + £0"

Where does this 
number come from? 

That’s next!"



Player contributions to cash flow"
Three main components!

"
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Player contributions to cash flow"
Measuring off-field contributions!

Cash value may depend on reputation, performance, or other factors"

•  More lucrative endorsements and sponsorships"

•  Higher ticket sales"

•  Bigger merchandise sales and licensing"

These contributions can be estimated by the club using a rule of thumb or, 
when relevant, by assessing the value of specific contracts"
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Player contributions to cash flow"
Measuring on-field contributions!

Non-performance-based"

•  Non-merit payments for broadcasting rights"

•  Any other revenue from fielding a team, regardless of results"

Performance-based"

•  Going further in Cup competitions"

•  Qualifying for Europe"

•  Avoiding relegation"

Performance-based contributions can be estimated using NYA algorithms"
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Player contributions to cash flow"
Measuring on-field performance-based contributions!

Three approaches with different uses"

Transfers:"

①  Cash contribution at the margin based on simulation of league results"

Wages within the team:"

②  Shapley value for dividing up total merit and competition payments"

Both:"

③  “Team of equals” hypothetical model"
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Player contributions to cash flow"
①  Cash contribution at the margin for transfers!

Value of the player – English Premier League"
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Players’ contributions 
depend on how their 
performances will 
improve a team’s 
goals for and against"
"
Goal records are 
translated into cash 
values over five 
years via a Bayesian 
simulation, taking in 
relegation and 
qualifying for Europe"



Player contributions to cash flow"
①  Cash contribution at the margin for transfers!

Value of the new player versus the current player"

•  Estimate current player’s contribution to expected goals for and 
expected goals against = A, B"

•  Estimate new player’s contribution to expected goals for and expected 
goals against = C, D"

•  Calculate the expected change in earnings from a change of C - A in 
goals for = X"

•  Calculate the expected change in earnings from a change of D - B in 
goals against = Y"

•  New player’s cash contribution at the margin is X + Y"
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Player contributions to cash flow"
②  Shapley values for wages!

A formula developed by Nobel laureate Lloyd Shapley and adapted by NYA"

•  How pivotal is the player to team results?"

•  Hypothetical problem is the players bargaining with each other"

•  Solution is a division of rewards that every player would accept"

•  Computed from match data using actual or expected goals, or points"
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Player contributions to cash flow"
③  “Team of equals” model for transfers and/or wages!

Value of player in a hypothetical team of equals – English Premier League"
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Each level of goal 
difference has a 
positive payoff 
that can be split 
between the 
players on a team "
"
(Note these are 
only merit- and 
Europe-based 
payments and do 
not include other 
income sources)"
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Player contributions to cash flow"
③  “Team of equals” model for transfers and/or wages!

Value of player in a hypothetical team where all players have similar output"

•  Take a player expected to play M minutes in a team with N total minutes"

•  Current player’s contribution to expected goal difference per minute = J"

•  New player’s contribution to expected goal difference per minute = K"

•  Calculate single-season earnings of a team where each player generated 
J in expected goal difference per minute = P"

•  Calculate single-season earnings of a team where each player generated 
K in goal difference per minute at same position = Q"

•  New player’s cash contribution at the margin is (Q - P) x ( M / N)"
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Case: Yaya Toure to Chelsea?"
A possible transfer in 2013!

Yaya Toure to replace Ramires"

①  Cash contribution using Opta data!

Toure contribution to expected goals scored per 90 minutes: "+0.127"
Ramires contribution: " " " " "+0.075"

Toure contribution to expected goals conceded per 90 minutes:" -0.043"
Ramires contribution: " " " " " -0.059"

Total expected change in goal difference over 2,700 minutes"
(Ramires’s playing time) from replacing with Toure: " "+2.0"

Net contribution to Chelsea’s cash flow by Toure in excess of"
Ramires (five years, time-discounted, no aging effect):" "£6.7m"
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Case: Yaya Toure to Chelsea?"
A possible transfer in 2013!

Yaya Toure to replace Ramires"

③  “Team of equals” using Opta data!

Toure contribution to expected goals per 90 minutes: " "+0.083"
Ramires contribution: " " " " "+0.016"

Annual merit earnings of team of players equivalent to Toure: "£46m"
Ramires team: " " " " " "£12m"

Difference in earnings pro-rated by Ramires’s playing time: "£2.3m"

Net contribution to Chelsea’s cash flow by Toure in excess of"
Ramires (five years, time-discounted, no aging effect):" "£10m"
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Case: Yaya Toure to Chelsea?"
What’s the right decision?!

Full cost-benefit analysis of the transfer"

Cash benefits:"

•  Supposed transfer fee for selling Ramires:" " "£20m"

•  Removal of Ramires’s wages (time-discounted, five years): "£12m"

•  Increase in on-field cash contribution (average ① and ③): "  £8m"

Total: " " " " " " "£40m"
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Case: Yaya Toure to Chelsea?"
What’s the right decision?!

Full cost-benefit analysis of the transfer"

Cash costs:"

•  Supposed transfer fee for Toure: " " " " £22m"

•  Toure’s wages (time-discounted, five years): " " £43m"

Total: " " " " " " " £65m"

Net cash benefit: " " " " " "-£25m"

Toure’s huge wages made this a bad deal for Chelsea, even before 
considering aging and other risks, unless he would have been pivotal in 
raising revenue substantially in other areas"
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Contact information"
North Yard Analytics works with clubs and leagues to find new insights that 
build on existing expertise. NYA mixes ideas from economics, mathematics, 
physics, and statistics to create unique ways of assessing players, devising 
tactics, predicting results, and managing finances."

Dan Altman and NYA have been cited in The Economist, the Financial 
Times, The Telegraph, The New Yorker, Bloomberg Sports, Quartz, and 
many other media.!

www.northyardanalytics.com!

northyardanalytics@gmail.com!
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Credits"
Opta Sports!
Data for player ratings and expected goals model"

SB Nation/Jake Cohen!
Ramires wages"

Sporting Intelligence!
Premier League merit payments"

The Telegraph!
Toure wages"

Transfermarkt!
Ramires transfer value"

UEFA!
Cup competition payments"
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